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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT TEACHING SEQUENCE

This project teaching sequence is going to be implemented in the 6th grade groups of Jaume Llull School. This school

year, we are going to work on sustainable tourism during the Cultural week (February, 2017) and this teaching sequence

is going to be a part of it. 

GOALS
HOW DO YOU KNOW STUDENTS ARE MAKING

PROGRESS?
1. Research some information (geographical) related to the

countries involved in the project.
2. Research & identify some of the features of the country

(geography, language, folklore, food). 
3. Compare  some  of  the  features  of  the  country

(geography, language, folklore, food). 
4. Create a list of some tips related to sustainable tourism

when travelling.
5. Create a virtual leaflet about a country.

1.1 Identifies and recognizes the location and the capital of 
the country he/she is working on. 

2.1 Identifies and recognizes some linguistic, cultural and 
culinary elements of the country he/she is working on.

3.1 Compares some geographical, linguistic, cultural and 
culinary elements of the countries they are working on 
(Canada, Jamaica & USA).

4.1 Researches some tips related to sustainable tourism 
when travelling.

4.2 Creates a list of some tips related to sustainable 
tourism when travelling.

5.1 Identifies and summarizes the important information 
related to the country he/she is working on.



5.2 Creates a virtual tourist leaflet about a country (Canada,

Jamaica or USA).

FINAL PRODUCT

What is the final

product?

A virtual tourist guide about a country (AR elements & virtual leaflets) that will be on display at

the Tourist fair of Jaume Llull School.

KEY COMPETENCES

1 Communicative, linguistic and audiovisual competence

2 Mathematical competence

3 Interaction with the physical world competence

4 Cultural & artistic competence

5 Digital competence

6 Social and civic competence

7 Learning to learn competence

8 Personal initiative and entrepreneurship competence.

CONTENTS (Knowledge and Skills)

TOPIC-RELATED CONTENTS TOPIC-RELATED SKILLS

➢ Geography (countries, capital cities, continents)

Locating the different countries involved in the project.
Comparing some of the different languages that coexist in the
world.



➢ Culture and languages
➢ Folklore
➢ Food
➢ Sustainable tourism

Identifying  some differences between cultures (daily routines,
education, traditions, festivities, food…).
Searching for some sustainable ways of doing tourism.
Creating a virtual guide about a country.
Working collaboratively.

CONTENT-OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE

Vocabulary items
- Geographical vocabulary (capital city, country, continent, extension, population, form of government, currency, cardinal 

points, weather).
- Cultural and linguistic vocabulary (cultural diversity, custom, religion, official language).
- Folklore vocabulary (tradition, artist, celebrity, country hymn, festivity).
- Food (recipe, exotic food, local food, fast food).
- Tourism (main attractions, sustainable tourism, environment, recycling, wildlife, natural resources).

Key structures
- There is / there are/ there isn’t /there aren’t
- Present simple (positive, negative & question mode)
- Past simple (positive, negative & question mode)
- Imperative mode
- I think.../ I don’t think…
- I agree / I don’t agree

PERSONAL and EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Be responsible for your own individual piece of work.



Work collaboratively (pairs and groups) through THINK-PAIR-SHARE and JIGSAW methodologies.
Work on self and peer-assessment.
Respect your classmates’ pieces of work. 

MATERIALS and  RESOURCES

- Project worksheets created by the teacher (project work, self & peer assessment rubrics)
- Guess the country presentation
- Augmented reality app
- Virtual posters designer app
- Laptops
- Camera 

REFERENCES

- http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/world/ 
- http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/states/us-states-hub/ 
- http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/canada/#canada-playing-hockey.jpg 
- http://glogsteredu.edu.glogster.com/ 
- https://www.aurasma.com/ 
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UNIT OVERVIEW

Session Activities Content-obligatory Language Timing

Skills

Reading
Writing

Listening
Speaking
Interaction

Interaction

T-S
S-S

S-Expert
S-World

C

M

C

Assessment

Peer assessment
Self-assessment

Teacher assessment
...

1 Warming-up activity:  Our School

Principal  has sent  us a  message

with a mission.

Formal email structure 5’ Reading T-S -

Creating  groups:  Since  we  are

going  to  work  on  American

countries, every group is going to

be named as one invented travel

agency.  Each  student  will  take  a

piece  of  paper  from  a  box  and

groups will be created randomly.

I have…

What have you got?

I’m in the ………. group

15’

Interaction

Listening

Speaking

S-S -

Guess the country:  Every group

of 6th graders is going to work on

a different  country (USA, Canada

or Jamaica). The teacher will show

them  a  presentation  with  some

pictures  of  the  countries  and

students will have to guess which

country they are going to work on. 

I think the country is…

What do you think?

Do you agree?

I agree / I don’t agree

10’ Listening

Speaking

Interaction

T-S

S-S

-



Create  the  flag:  In  their  groups,

students  will  draw  and  color  the

flag  of  the  country  and  it  will  be

their  badge when working on the

project.

Colors vocabulary

Shapes vocabulary

We need ……... (material)

Arts&Crafts material vocabulary

25’

Speaking

Listening

Interaction

S-S -

2

New input.  National geographic

investigation:  In  their  groups,

students  will  have  to  investigate

through  the  National  geographic

kids’ website to find their countries

file.

Click on………

Scroll down/up

Zoom in 15’

Reading

Speaking

Listening

Interaction

S-S
Teacher

assessment

Countries  Research  File:  In

groups,  they  will  have  to  fill  the

Country Research file.

Geographical vocabulary
Cultural & linguistic vocabulary
Folklore vocabulary
Food vocabulary
Tourism vocabulary
There is / there are/ there isn’t 
/there aren’t
Present simple (positive, 
negative & question mode)

40’
Reading

Writing

T-S

S-S

Teacher

assessment

3

Virtual leaflet creation:  Students

will  start  working  on  their  virtual

leaflets  with  Glogster  &  Aurasma

apps.

Geographical vocabulary
Cultural & linguistic vocabulary
Folklore vocabulary
Food vocabulary
Tourism vocabulary
There is / there are/ there isn’t 
/there aren’t
Present simple (positive, 
negative & question mode)
Imperative mode

55’

Reading

Writing

Listening

Speaking

Interaction

S-S

Teacher

assessment

Self-assessment

4 Virtual leaflet creation: Students 

will keep on working on their virtual

Geographical vocabulary
Cultural & linguistic vocabulary

40’ Reading

Writing

Teacher



leaflets with Glogster & Aurasma 

apps.

Folklore vocabulary
Food vocabulary
Tourism vocabulary
There is / there are/ there isn’t 
/there aren’t
Present simple (positive, 
negative & question mode)
Imperative mode

Listening

Speaking

Interaction

assessment

Self-assessment

Final  assessment:  During  the

project,  students will  have a self-

assessment rubric that they will fill

in as they keep on working. At the

end of  the project,  they will  fill  in

the peer-assessment rubric.

I think I …

I think I didn’t….

I think they…

I think they…

I liked…

I didn’t liked...

15’
Reading

Writing

Self-assessment

Peer assessment

The  final  product  (virtual

leaflets)  will  be  shown  during

the Tourist fair of Escola Jaume

Llull.

LINKS

https://prezi.com/3bd1ac9vzzzq/guess-where/?webgl=0 

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/world/ 
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/states/us-states-hub/ 
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/canada/#canada-playing-hockey.jpg 

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/canada/#canada-playing-hockey.jpg
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/states/us-states-hub/
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/world/
https://prezi.com/3bd1ac9vzzzq/guess-where/?webgl=0


http://glogsteredu.edu.glogster.com/ 
https://www.aurasma.com/ 

https://www.aurasma.com/
http://glogsteredu.edu.glogster.com/











